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Level Connections: If you are running the Darkness Beneath megadungeon, there are two main
entrances from above: you can reach the Shroom Lord from the Fungus Forest (Fight On! #13)
and you can reach the Vats of Gar from the Deep Caves (Fight On! #12). In addition to that, you
can connect any unexplored body of water to the river Styx (see River Travel). You could, for
example, connect the waterfall in room #4 of the Upper Caves (Fight On! #1) via a long pipe
with the river Styx and thereby provide a shortcut.
Level Overview: Assuming the party descends the Fungus Falls from an upper level of the
Darkness Beneath megadungeon and wants to reach the lowest level, the Tomb of the Black Lord of
Nothingness—what needs to be done? The party descends through the Shroom Lord lands down
to the Spider City. This provides access to River Travel. They will soon learn that the river Styx
flows in a circle, down here. Somebody has been meddling with space itself.

Following the river, the next two locations are essentially distractions. Bone Crusher is the origin
of the roaming ghouls and the two panzer ships (metal warships) and the location of a marooned
transdimensional ship, which the party could obtain once planar travel is no longer a problem.
The Prison of Dis is where you can find another way out of this level, and you can get a Lion
Helmet matching the Lion Shield carried by the troglodyte king of the Warrens of the Troglodytes.
If the party has been travelling along the river, they have hopefully met the orcs at one point or
another. At the Shark Den the party can learn of a wizard specializing in extraplanar slime called
Gar. At the Vats of Gar, they can get him to research the problem. Eventually, he’ll realize that
the Fortress Dam of Ix past the Bubbling Stench is causing this all. Once it is disabled, the river
will eventually reconnect with the rest of the multiverse.
Gar will also tell the party about the Eternal Swamp where additional planar lore can be gained.
This is where they learn about the hidden passage leading to the Ooze Lord and the Tomb of the
Black Lord of Nothingness detailed in a future issue of Fight On!
Alternatively, use the Eternal Swamp as a starting point and have the party free somebody from
the Prison of Dis and escape back up again.
Random tables: Ideally you’ll scratch off any entries used and replace them with new ones for
your next session.
Accommodating Skills: If you use skills in your game, replace some of the saving throws with
skill challenges as appropriate.
It’s a trap! This dungeon level is disconnected from most of the multiverse. There are ways to
climb in and out of it, but if the players want to proceed further down they need to disable the
Fortress Dam of Ix. To emphasize this, I suggest to limit access to spells such as teleportation,
plane shift, and any spells that require contact with divine agents (such as high level cleric spells).
You need to find the right balance for your campaign.
I suggest that praying for divine spells of level four and above results in a vision and that the
effects of these spells be reduced or their onset delayed appropriately:





An angel tries to speak to you but you hear no words, only a loud humming.
As the divine light is about to reach you, it is sucked into a peculiar machine and
destroyed.
You see god’s light disappearing behind a black wall and nothing but darkness surrounds
you.
Instead of a messenger of the gods granting you your most powerful spells, a winged pig
man with four legs and wielding a blood falchion offers to teach you the secret ritual to
summon Bel, Slayer of Men (HD 10; AC 2; Atk 1 flaming whip (no damage but on a hit it
grants +4 on the hit with the sword in the same round, and on a 20 it disarms the
opponent), 1 flaming sword (3d6); MV 9; flaming aura deals an extra 1d6 to everybody
within 30 ft.; immune to non-magic weapons; immune to fire); this may be the same ritual
that the mage-wraith in the Warrens of the Troglodytes learned.

Performing Rituals: Rituals are ceremonies and prayers that take many minutes to perform,
usually powered by demon lords and devils. There are several of them that can be learnt down
here.

Shroom Lord
“The waterfall from the mushroom forest up above passes through this area of powerful shroom
magic. The fungi undulate to a silent music, phosphorous lights and dancing glow bugs illuminate
dancing myconids and glistening towers of fungal growth on the steep walls.”
Themes: Mushroom people, a king in exile, faerie light, vertical area.





The black walls are slimy and wet, water is falling all around you.
A patch of faery grass is glowing in pastel colors.
Dozens of spiders as large as cats scuttle away into small tunnels.
Rocky pools are often filled with green slime.

Area Overview: This area provides one of the few two-way access routes to the upper dungeon
levels: the Mold Falls from the Fungus Forest (level 11) lead to the realm of the Shroom Lord.
This realm is a cleft that reaches into the bowels of the earth and beyond, into the Caverns of
Slime. Accordingly, travel up and down in this realm is difficult. A party descending the Mold Falls
and following the pathways along the river will soon find that they are in need of flying magic or
adequate climbing equipment.
When fighting on the small outcrops and grass patches, anybody hit with a natural 20 needs to
save vs. paralysis or stumble over the edge, taking 1d6×1d6 damage from the fall (unless
prevented by magic). When connected by ropes, anybody on the rope team may attempt the save,
but each failure adds another save that needs to be made by one of the remaining rope team
members.
Encounters:
1. A giant intelligent spider called Merquishti (HD 8; AC 4; Atk 1 bite (1d6); MV 15; when

bitten, save vs. poison or fall comatose for 24h; can set up area web traps) is hungry for
meat and conversation; it speaks the language of giant spiders, a dialect of subsurface
elves, and the common tongue of all demons. If asked about gold, the spider will know
that a knight’s golden armor was carried down this way by devil worshipers a “very long
time” ago; if asked about the destination, the spider will mention a city of evil halfspiders preying on the caverns and tunnels below. When the conversation ends, the spider
considers capturing a party member by triggering a web trap (save vs. wands or be
webbed; the web prevents spellcasting; to escape, trapped victims need to deal 20 points
of damage using a dagger or a similar small blade; free allies can aid trapped victims using
larger blades), attacking and poisoning the least armored party member and carrying them
off (when the rest of the party follows, roll just once for the best tracker in the entire
party; the chances of following the spider into the branching tunnels depend on the
number of rounds head start it had: 1-2 rounds: 4 in 6; 3-4 rounds: 2 in 6; 5-6 rounds: 1
in 6; longer: you need a spider scout from the Spider City to track it); treasure at the lair
includes 200gp, 50ep and a Helmet of Terror (friends and foes within 10ft. suffer a -2 to
hit).
2. These rocks extend into the Plane of Earth and not surprisingly 6 Earth Elementals
(HD 6; AC 0; Atk 1 bite (2d6); immune to fire and electricity; can melt into the
surrounding rocks in one round) surface, eager to take back any gems the party may have
“stolen” from the deep earth. Their gem caverns are probably unreachable (otherwise the
gem encrusted walls are worth 60,000gp).

3. Large pools of water have formed between the rocks. Illuminated by sessile glow worms,

1d6 Nixies (HD 3; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (1d6); charm man 3×/day, kiss of water breathing for
charmed men at will) are enjoying a bath, apparently ignorant of any males approaching. As
soon as there is a fight in the water, a further 3d6 Nixies rush in through hidden tunnels;
they will dive away through underwater tunnels and ambush any pursuit squeezing into
their lair. Their treasure: a Mirror of Comeliness (studying your face in the mirror grants +1
to reaction rolls for a day whenever appropriate), a Golden Lion Breastplate of Steadfastness
+4 (can be used on its own or it can be swapped in as a replacement breastplate for
existing plate armor, grants a +4 bonus on saves vs. fear, charm, and other mind bending
effects), a closed, green Helmet of the Water Lord with bulbous eye pieces (speaking to water
born creatures at will, the ability to grow gills for permanent underwater breathing, the ability
to grow fins and swim like a fish at will when barefoot, the ability to cast light from small,
fast-growing antennas), 400gp, and 2,000sp.
4. 4 Stone Polyps (HD 6; AC 0; Atk 1 bite (2d6), 8 tentacles (save vs. petrification or fall
unconscious and be dragged towards the mouth); MV 3) grow on the stone walls,
immobile, their arms limp and soft. As soon as a warm creature passes nearby, they
activate. Treasure: hidden in cracks along the walls are the crushed bones of victims, a
Jade Headband of the Phoenix Child (eyes will glow red at all times; shoot liquid fire from the
eyes dealing 4d6 damage at will (save vs. wands for half); if the save succeeds with a 20
the target stares back, causing a little delay such that the fire immolates the wearer of the
headband instead); a Ring of the Alph (minor telekinesis performed by an air spirit at will,
and three air explosions that protect against fireballs, poisonous gas traps, and similar
emergencies, triggered automatically by the air spirit when required; after the third air
explosion the air spirit will leave); 2,000gp.
5. The Shroom Lord (HD 15; AC 5; Atk 1 smash (2d6), 1 lick (poison); MV 9; licked
victims must save vs. poison or be charmed) grows within its own circle of psychotic colors;
each of the 12 Color Mushrooms can release a cloud of spores at a simple touch by the
Shroom Lord (it can affect six opponents per round; save vs. poison or roll d6: 1. close
your eyes for just a second and fall asleep immediately, 2. chase an erotic fantasy and fall
of a ledge taking 1d6×1d6 damage, 3. bad trip paralyzes you with fear, 4. drop weapons,
bend over and barf, 5. close your eyes and enjoy the visions, 6. everybody else seems slow
and stupid, take two actions). Any enemies that fall asleep due to the spores will die over
night and rise as Spore Zombies (HD 2; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (1d6); when smashed, anybody
in melee must roll d6 as described above). When in trouble, the Shroom Lord will try to
crawl into tunnels, activating 6 Spore Zombies on its way in. Far below the Shroom Lord
the stones are covered in hundreds of broken bones, smothered in an inch of inactive
spores: all the zombie victims eventually fall to their second death. After walking through
the spore dust, sitting at a warm fire without washing off the inactive spores will grant
one last attack (save vs. poison or turn into a spore zombie during the next night). The
Shroom Lord is willing to make deals; it has the power to make a promise binding
(breaking the promise causes visions of decay and decreases WIS by 1 per day spent in
defiance).
If you own Fight On! #13, page 87 lists Moon Slime as an alternative to green slime. Page 91 describes Fungeye
and Blast Spores: one of these eye mutants is searching for enemies down here. The Gibbering Fungus God
mentioned below makes an appearance in Fight On! #5, page 72.

The Shroom Lord can be observed for days as it sings its telepathic praise to the Gibbering
Fungus God. A very patient person interested in mushroom magic can learn the following rituals
through simple observation:
1. The Care of Magic Mushrooms requires an appropriately dark and humid cave, spores, a

rotting corpse, and a lot of spit. When cared for, these fungi will grow up to three feet in
height within four days; each mushroom will keep for a single day only.
2. The Summoning of the Gibbering Fungus God requires a deep hole in the ground and a fresh
magic mushroom. Partake of the mushroom and sing the Psychic Psalm of the Greatest
Mycelian Panopticon (learning it requires some form of ESP even though anybody may
notice that psychic energies emanate from the Shroom Lord as it sings to its flock). The
Gibbering Fungus God will materialize in the form of a huge toad head within half an
hour. Licking it will grant servants visions of the future; on a failed save vs. poison these
visions are confusing and wrong, otherwise they act as powerful and lurid divination
magic (the divination magic will only work for those people that ate of magic mushrooms
grown with their own spit).
3. The Circle of Psychotic Colors requires a circle of at least six magic mushrooms. To each
mushroom must be sacrificed a small animal such as a cat; the animal corpse is absorbed
by the magic mushroom and a few hours later these mushrooms can be activated with a
touch (save vs. poison or roll a d6: 1. close your eyes for just a second and fall asleep
immediately, 2. chase an erotic fantasy and run away, 3. bad trip paralyzes you with fear, 4.
drop weapons, bend over and barf, 5. close your eyes and enjoy the visions, 6. everybody
else seems slow and stupid, take two actions).

Spider City
“The tunnel opens into a massive cavern. On the ceiling, you see a glowing city with light bubbles
and hanging bridges; gray webbing holds everything together.”
Theme: Darkness, spiders, silver lights, ropes, webs, living on the ceiling.
Area Overview: At the far end of the cave lies a lake. The stone wall rising from the water is
wet. A dark fungus moss grows here, fed by water raining down from a black hole above. Flying
or climbing up this wet tunnel will lead you to the realm of the Shroom Lord. This city is one of
the few places down here where the party can make friends and rest.







Spider webs cover every hanging house.
Rope bridges connect platforms.
This huge mass of webbing is secured by glowing gas balloons.
Water is diverted from the fungus falls at the back and distributed using wooden half
pipes.
Occasionally ropes reach down to the cave floor below.
The cave floor itself is covered in broken bones, the fallen remains of what the spider
people feed upon.

Spider names: Beshitraxa, Pitarishti, Hasachtra, Onoxatra, Gragarishti, Ifnahachtra
Area Events:
1. Ghoul Siege of the Spider City. Will the party help the attackers, the defenders, or neither of

them? A company of 20+2d4×10 Ghouls (HD 3; AC 6; Atk 2 claws and 1 bite (1d6
each); MV 9; victims must save vs. paralysis or be paralyzed; these ghouls prefer to eat
their helpless victims during combat, in subsequent rounds roll d6 and lose 1. eye, 2. arm,
3. other arm, 4. liver, 5. heart, 6. brain; mutilated corpses rise as ghouls within the hour
and grow terrible claws if an arm or two was lost) has set up camp; there is also a
Bulbous Demon (HD 13; AC 6; Atk 1 bite (2d6); MV 3; victims need to save vs.
paralysis or suffer the same fate as a ghoul victim; can only be hit by magic weapons) with
1d6 Lemures (HD 1; AC 6; Atk 1 bite (1d6); MV 3) and 2 Psychic Lampreys (HD 5;
AC 5; Atk 1 bite (2d6) and 1 psi storm (save vs. paralysis or faint for 1d6 rounds); MV 3
fly) in their camp. They use a catapult and kites to launch themselves up at the Spider
City; spider warriors lower themselves from ropes and counter attack while lightning bolts
fill the air. Upon inquiry, the spider people will say that the lightning bolts were fired by
the arachnomatrix Atraxaka. If the party does not get involved, the siege will fail.
Helping the ghouls befriends the bulbous demon; the party may join the ghouls on their
march back to the Bone Crusher after the slaughter.
2. 2d6 Spider Warriors (HD 5; AC 3; Atk 2 tarsal blades and bite (1d6 each); MV 9
climbing) will bring any allies or captives to see their arachnid queen Kilistrexta (HD 12;
AC 3; Atk 1 bite (1d6); MV 6 climbing), who is surrounded by another 3d6 Spider
Warriors. She will try to enlist foreigners in wars against her many enemies: stop the
ghoul warbands, stop the panzer ships, or stop the flying orc raiders to befriend her.
Treasure of the spider city: silken brocades with threads of silver and gold worth
100,000gp. This will go down in flames if the ghouls are successful.
3. A thousand tunnels branch off from this main cave, all of them filled by giant vermin. 6
intelligent Giant Spiders (HD 6; AC 3; Atk 2 claws and bite (1d6 each); MV 9 climbing;

save vs. poison when bitten or fall unconscious as your internal organs are slowly
digested; terminal damage after one hour) hunt for food. These are effectively spider
barbarians, cruel and angry, always trying to rob and steal from their city dwelling
relatives. They respect violence.
4. The tunnels are also home to a nest of giant ants; occasionally a group of 12 Giant Ants
(HD 4; AC 3; Atk 1 bite (2d6), acid spray (3d6); MV 9) on a war path can be found.
Anybody able to speak with animals or with the power of telepathy will learn that they are in
a perpetual war with all the other “chaotic” beasts down here. Their nest is ruthlessly
controlled by a vicious secret police run by a strict and xenophobic matriarchy. There are
120 ants willing to defend the Great Mother (HD 15; AC 4; Atk 1 bite (3d6), MV 3;
pheromone powers: all giant ants will know when their queen needs help; the acid
vapours in the queen’s cave require a save vs. poison every round to act) against all
intruders. Treasure: there are 600 football-sized eggs down here, individually worth
500gp, in larger batches the value drops to 50gp per egg (30,000gp total).
5. Rats without number populate these tunnels. One of the creatures feeding on them is a
Gargantuan Centipede Queen (HD 12; AC 3; Atk 1 bite (3d6), MV 6; save vs. poison
or die in excruciating pain within three rounds) surrounded by a thousand eggs.
Successful communication reveals this queen is in search of a king and she is willing to
infect a man with the power of extra limbs (the victim will grow a chitinous breastplate
granting AC 5 and four extra arthropod arms granting MV 3 when climbing). Treasure:
Each egg is worth 20gp (20,000gp total).
6. One of the many sources of energy permeating these tunnels is a pool of earth blood; this
looks like a glowing pool of cool lava with weightless globules that form and dissolve in
the air above. With the correct ritual, one can bathe here and gain the blessing of the earth
which grants empathy with all creatures of elemental earth (mostly elementals) and the
ability to cause a single earthquake by calling out the secret names of the seven titans. This
is an alternative way of breaking the Fortress Dam of Ix; the ritual can be learnt from
Gar (see Vats of Gar) or Beldilabdineb (see Bone Crusher)
The arachnomatrix Atraxaka is willing to trade in spells and information. She also knows how to
build a Rod of Electric Destruction (shoots lightning bolts for 3d6 at will with a 5% chance to hit
somebody near the intended victim unless the wielder has four arms to aim it with).
Spells of the arachnomatrix Atraxaka (level 13):
1st level
the friendship of lesser
minds

2nd level

3rd level

4th level
jumping through space on the
strands of our forefathers

hunting and webbing

the tongues of strangers

power of mimicry

triangulation of known
objects

electric powers of
destruction

subjugation of reason

communion with animals

conquest of gravity

powers of flight

arachnophobia of the highest
degree

telestrangulation using
strands of webbing
5th level

detection of magical
energies
6th level

travel to the shadow lands

communicating with the
ancient earth spirits

contacting the spider lords
of the beyond
(unassigned)

(unassigned)

silken words of binding
7th level
mysteries of astral chords
and travel to foreign
worlds

River Travel
“The turgid black river carries you along slowly, forever gathering up small rivulets, flowing past
cave entrances and ruins built on top of steep cliffs.”
Themes: Slow passage of time, all the sewers, drains, and pipes eventually end here.
Area Overview: The river Styx down here is the ultimate sewer; it is the most Hellish cloaca
maxima there is. Ever wondered what happens to people who fall into toilets? Some of them get
sucked down miles of pipes and end up falling into this forlorn underworld. Some of the stuff
flushed down toilets also ends up down here (see list below).
Unless dealt with before, the company of ghouls can be encountered on their way to a siege of
the Spider City. Depending on how the party reacts, the bulbous demon may be interested in
enlisting the party’s help against the spiders. In exchange for this evil deed it might offer any of
the following (see Bone Crusher for details) or equivalent services in return:




An audience with its master, the earth mage Tonnhotz.
Passage on a Panzer Ship to any location on this level.
The resurrection of an evil comrade trapped in Hell.

This is one of the ways to get access to a ship. Other options for fast river travel include the
following:




One of the swan ships (see Eternal Swamp).
A raft of the boglings (see Bubbling Stench).
Air sharks of the orcs (see Shark Den).

Names for survivors: Blubella, Apu, Fatukobiri, Jammy, Kauri, Muja, Nefetari, Salco, Presto, Vif

Encounters on the river:
1. 1d6 Mutant Goldfish (HD 3; AC 7; Atk 1 bite (1d6); MV 12 swim; when hit on a boat,

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

save vs. dragon breath or fall over board; when overboard in metal armor save vs. death
every round or drown) jump out of the water and try to bump people overboard.
Rapids ahead. Ignore if on a panzer ship; small boats can be carried over land (see shore
encounters). If risking the rapids, save vs. paralysis or lose a random item in the chaos.
Barrier ahead. Behind a river bend a group of 3d4 Ghouls have piled some debris on
both sides of the river. They use mancatchers, meat hooks, harpoons and nets to snatch
people from boats sailing through the narrow passage (save vs. paralysis when hit or be
caught). A panzer ship will wreck the barrier and ghouls will jump aboard in desperation
as their barrier disintegrates.
1d4 Giant Alligators (HD 5, AC 6, Atk 1 bite (1d6), 1 tail slap (1d6); MV 12 short
sprint) attack if traveling on a raft.
A dead humanoid adrift in the water (human, ratling, dwarf, goblin). 1 in 6 chance that it
is in fact a Ghoul. Otherwise, it carries something from the list of Stuff Flushed Down the
Toilet (see below).
1d4 Orcs on Air Sharks throwing bottles containing green slime at any of the above (see
Shark Den for more info about the orcs).

Encounters on the shore:
1. Dogs sniffing through the garbage follow the party and attack at an opportune moment;

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

they are in fact 2d4 Werehounds (HD 5; AC 7; Atk 2 claws (1d6 each), 1 bite (1d6);
MV 12; can only be harmed by silver weapons or magic effects, e.g. when hit by a sword
+1 only 1 point of damage is dealt; at the end of the day anybody bitten by a werehound
must save vs. poison or contract lycanthropy).
Uzitu the Troll (HD 4; AC 7; Atk 2 claws (1d6 each); MV 9; regenerates 3/round) fishes
here. It is a pacifist, polite but reluctant to leave its favorite fishing spot; might be
recruited if promised a share of treasure and a way out of these Hellish sewers.
2d6 Survivors (HD 1; AC 9; Atk 1 club (1d6); MV 12), ordinary humans who have fallen
into toilets, been sucked down drains, or stumbled into gullets.
2d6 Ghouls; roll d6: 1. spying on the party; 2. about to set up an ambush; 3. ambush! 4.
busy attacking survivors; 5. snacking on former survivors; 6. searching through Stuff
Flushed Down the Toilet (see list below).
A huge Slime or Ooze colony of random color blocks passage from shore to cave wall.
If approached, it spits out barrel-sized slime or ooze (HD 3; see Random Slimes and Oozes)
1d4 orcs on air sharks throwing bottles containing green slime at any of the above (see
Shark Den for more info about the orcs).

Ideas for useless stuff dropping from the ceiling (some toilets are inexplicably connected to these
Hellish sewers by one-way pipes) or stuff to find in the possession of wandering monsters...
Stuff Flushed Down The Toilet
1. A gold wedding ring, engraved “To F.G., with love” (50gp)
2. A bundle of 3 large prayer candles. Each burns for 6 hours, and each is decorated with a
well-known prayer (player chooses any prayer they like when lighting the candle).
3. A pack of 2d6 portions of weed. When burned and fumes inhaled, consult Cabinet of
Neurological Symptoms with 1d6.
4. A sash with 2d4 portions of dried shrooms. When consumed, consult Cabinet of
Neurological Symptoms with 1d6, +1 per portion consumed (max out at 8).
5. Stumble upon 2d4 Poisonous Snakes (HD 1; AC 9; Atk 1 bite (poison); MV 3; when
bitten, save vs. poison or suffer three days of feverish paralysis before finally dying).
6. A small Homunculus drenched in blood which follows the party, cursing them (all
future reaction rolls suffer a -1 penalty). Can be killed with one hit.
The weed and shrooms don’t have any magical effects. Instead, they have neurological effects:
Cabinet of Neurological Symptoms
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Nothing happens, it’s a dud.
Intense ecstasy and joy.
Complacency and passivity.
Arrogance and audaciousness.
Transcendent experiences of tremendous personality-shifting importance to the
consumer.
6. Exhausting nightmarish hallucinations.
7. Seizures, paralysis, and death within 4d10 hours unless healed.
8. Total, death-like catatonia, death within 2d6 hours unless healed.
Whenever the party meets oozes or slimes, consult the following list (HD 1-8; AC –; MV 1).
Random Slimes, Oozes, Molds, Jellies, and Puddings
1. Transparent: attempted overrun (1d6 damage); practically invisible; surprise on 5 in 6.

2. Green: dissolves meat (1d6 automatic acid damage to its victim until killed).
3. Brown: deals cold damage (1d6/round to anybody in melee); immune to cold.
4. Olive: dissolves wood and leather, slam attack (1d6); divides in half when hit by weapons.
5. Yellow: save vs. spells or be forced to hit it; when hit, a cloud of spores rises; save vs.
poison or begin slow transformation into yellow mold (treat as a disease, death within
24h).
6. Black: dissolves everything, including weapons used to strike it (1d6 automatic damage to
its victim until killed); immune to magic (but not to mundane fire).
7. Purple: forces creatures nearby to sweat blood (1d6/round to anybody in melee); if
targeted by a spell, the spell hits a random creature in melee range; if there is no such
creature, the ooze suffers the full spell effect.
8. Ulfire: heats anything in its vicinity (1d6/round to anybody in melee due to boiling blood,
an extra 1d6/round if wearing metal armor); immune to fire; if hit by magic fire effects,
these are reflected back on the caster.

Prison of Dis
“To the left and right you see canals with steep walls, and along the walls, thousands of barred
windows. Cages are hanging from chains, carried by cranes, flocks of imps cling to every
handhold and dance around big braziers.”
Themes: Immense prison, skulls, vapors, devils, chains, barred windows, spikes, canals, bridges.









Cries for help and mercy, howls of pain.
Chains rattling, metal clanging, subsonic pounding.
The water looks like boiling grey mud and smells of rotten eggs.
Row upon row of cages and barred windows.
Fluttering imps that taunt and poke prisoners.
Savage beatings, with flying imps cheering the brutality.
A road of crushed skulls and bones.
Cockroach devils torturing victims, with imps sitting on beams and ledges nodding along.

Some names to help you improvise:



Imps and devils: Ahuratum, Belshunu, Etirum, Imgursin, Kudiya, Lugatum, Merghetor,
Nasha, Olgor, Pushuken, Rish, Sagilzimu, Taribum, Warassuni, Yayatum, Zamaranum.
Prisoners and slaves: Asar, Herox, Isha, Kador, Lirdin, Medon, Nia, Oliof, Palok,
Roxanna, Sar, Valon.

Area Overview: The prison is an immense maze. It’s foundations are inundated like an
underground Venice. There is a fortified harbor down here. The long and meandering skull road
winds itself away from the harbor. Supposedly it leads up to the city of Dis itself.
Player characters enter the prison from the very bottom, where the hot iron foundations of Dis
rise from the Stygian waters. What no one down here knows is that the prison has been
disconnected from Dis itself. “Just follow the skull road until you reach the great stair!” But after
five days of following the skull road you end up back at the harbor.
All inhabitants of Dis lead lives marked by maliciously pursuing injustice: barristers, false
counselors, falsifiers, flatterers, hypocrites, murderers, panderers, schismatics, seducers, sorcerers,
thieves, traitors, and usurpers. Most of the prisoners are punished for no apparent reason—down
here, everyone deserves punishment.
Wherever the party goes, they will be watched by little imps and devils. Whenever appropriate,
they’ll offer to help... for a price. (See the end of this section for suggested pacts, their price, and
the seals and curses to go along with them.)
If a significant number of prisoners are set free, there will be a prison revolt. The new masters
will probably be just as bad as the old ones since both prisoners and wardens are on Dis for the
same reasons. Just announce the revolt if the party has been releasing prisoners and expressed an
interest in freeing as many as possible. The result will be an incredible massacre as demons,
devils, and humanoids of various factions battle it out.
Faction names: Red Blood, Bone Pickers, Waruna the Magnificient, Death Knights, Order of
the Vulture, Band of Brothers, Wardens, Skull Crushers

Encounters during a prisoner revolt:
1. Marauding Devils (HD 5; AC 5; Atk 1 pitchfork (1d6) or flaming oil (1d6 for two

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

rounds if hit); MV 3 fly, MV 6 on foot; can only be hit by magic weapons) loot some
corpses. Treasure: 50pp, 500sp, ring with ruby worth 500gp.
Doom captain Bizacht (HD 12; AC 0; Atk 1 obsidian sword (2d6, two handed, disrupts
one memorized spell per hit); MV 3; teleport at will, immune to spells of level 3 and lower)
and his 12 Doom Guards (HD 3; AC 2, Atk 1 sword (1d6); MV 3) try to put down the
insurrection and require help (disobedience to be punished by death).
A mob of 50 crazy inmates (HD 1; AC 9; Atk 1 spear (1d6); MV 12) runs through the
streets and tunnels, killing everything that doesn’t join them.
A lynching of 20 Innocent Prisoners (HD 1; AC 9; MV 1 while chained) by 7 False
Inquisitors (HD 6; AC 2; Atk 1 mace (1d6 + 1d6 unholy blight granted by their demon
while it lives; they prefer killing held victims of their demon); MV 3) and their floating
Protector Demon (HD 9; AC 3; Atk 1 psychic blast of pain (6d6 area effect, save vs.
spells for half) or hold person (at will, save vs. paralysis or be held helpless for one round;
the inquisitors love cutting up helpless victims); MV 6 fly), a weightless nightmare worm.
A dying man, asking for water and asking for a mercy killing. As he espies his next life
he cries “Not again! Noooo!” If asked to perform one last good deed before departing,
he’ll whisper “The siren Viseraina is innocent; save her, I’m begging you!” (true, but she
needs to be freed); if asked for a way to escape from this Hell alive, he’ll whisper
“Parallax has been imprisoned, but years ago he claimed to know a way to Hell’s gates
through the forge fires” (true, but it doesn’t work while the Fortress Dam of Ix still
stands).
A crazy battle on the square up ahead between men and devils; from the melee emerges a
Bearded Devil (HD 12; AC 0; Atk 2 flaming swords +2 (2d6+2); MV 3; teleport at will;
prefers to kill magic users first; can only be hit by magic weapons; immune to fire;
surrounded by an aura of disease: anybody who fights this devil in melee must save vs.
poison or contract the wasting sickness and die in three days) surrounded by a swarm of
flies. It approaches the party and asks for their help: will you slaughter fellow men or will
you fight the devil?

Encounters near the harbor
1. Weary looking merman Betran (HD 2; AC 9; Atk 1 spear (1d6); MV 12 swim) rises from

the fetid waters and throws some food to a prisoner nearby, blows his Horn of Fog before
any guards can target him and disappears. He can be befriended—he knows that the Styx
whale will let them pass if calmed by the sound of a magical horn, and he will blow it for
them if they will help him rescue the siren Viseraina from the vampire octopus Khalapol.
2. The vampire octopus Khalapol (HD 17; AC 7; Atk 8 scythe-tipped tentacles (2d6); MV 3
swim; every hit drains two levels and heals the octopus for 5 hp; on a natural 20 the target
needs to save vs. death or loose the shield arm to the Hellish blades; immune to spells of
level 3 and lower) reigns in a steaming cave. The octopus can summon 1d4 giant eels
(HD 8; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (3d6); MV 6 because the water is not deep enough). The steam
reduces visibility to 10 ft. and the water is only knee deep in large parts of the cave (move
at half speed when on foot). The siren Viseraina (HD 5; AC 9; MV 12 swim; males
within 120 ft. hearing her sing must save vs. spells or be charmed) is chained to the wall at
the back of the cave—when rescued, the merman Betran will help the party to bypass
the Styx whale. Treasure: 10,000 pp, 20,000gp, the Jale Crown of Dreams (grants the wearer
the ability to enter the dreams of one target per night; the wearer must own a lock of the
target’s hair; the dreamer can be talked to and the dream can be influenced; if desired the
dreamer must save vs. death or suffer terrible nightmares; mechanical effects can include
penalties to the morale of the victim’s followers).
3. Getting into the prison is not a problem—getting out is the problem. The nameless Styx
Whale (HD 24; AC 3; MV 3; his transdimensional entanglement makes sure than any form of
teleportation, jumping, or beaming will dump users in an air bubble at the bottom of the
prison’s harbor in utter darkness 200 ft. below the surface; his ethereal web will detect any
passage by mundane means; his Hellstorm at will can fill the air above the water with high
winds (save vs. dragon breath every round or crash into the water) and lightning (save vs.
spells or be hit for 6d6 every round) and the water itself turns into a maelstrom pulling
characters into the depths (save vs. death every round while resisting or drown; if not
resisting, end up in the air bubble at the bottom); individuals can be targeted by shadow
tentacles (save vs. death every round or start suffocating and die the next round); the whale
will accept surrender—prisoners will eventually be picked up by aquatic devils, stripped
and imprisoned individually; repeat offenders will be maimed: lose a hand) is a shadow
sorcerer and guards the main exit. When fighting under water, only stabbing weapons like
daggers, short swords, or spears may be used. The whale’s powers are legendary and
asking around will uncover many failed escape attempts. Only very few know that
blowing a magic horn will pacify the whale and allow passage (eg. the Horn of Frog Birth
by Onbog, the Horn of Fog by Betran, the Horn of the Mountain Cedar by Kurmatesha, the
Horn of Pressure by Belchion).
If the party is unable to secure a magic horn in order to escape, consider the appearance of a
panzer ship (see Bone Crusher) and have the captain buy slaves and recruits for an attack on the
Spider City or against an invasion of swan ships from the Eternal Swamp.

Encounters while exploring the prison maze
1. 12 screeching Bird Demons (HD 5; AC 5; Atk 1 two handed sword (2d6), 2 claws (1d6

each) and 1 beak (1d6); MV 15 fly; can only be hit by magic weapons) carry an iron cage
containing a bloated, blue woman in distress led by the pompous vulture guardian
Iarrackus (HD 11; AC 5; Atk:2 claws (1d6 each) and 1 beak (1d6); MV 15 fly; blight storm
at will surrounds it with a 60 ft. aura of shadow death causing 1d6 per round to all
mortals; can only be hit by magic weapons). If the bird demons fight they will drop the
woman into the canal below where she will drown in four rounds; if freed she can tell the
party that the Styx whale will let them pass if calmed by a song (not quite true: a magic
horn is required).
2. A red glow fills the canal. Before you is a round hall, hundreds of feet across, the ceiling
invisible above. The canal flows in a circle around an elevated center where iron is
molten, poured, and cast by hundreds of creatures; the noise makes it hard to hear
yourself speak. The horned lord of Hell Enisatum (HD 15; AC 0; Atk 1 flaming whip
(no damage but on a hit it grants +4 on the hit with the sword in the same round and on
a 20 it disarms the opponent), 1 flaming sword (3d6); MV 3; flaming aura deals an extra
1d6 to everybody nearby; can only be hit by magic weapons; immune to fire; teleport at
will) appears in the middle of the workspace and receives a new flaming sword. This
distraction enables you to slip by unnoticed, if you so choose.
3. Behind iron bars in a dark hole knee deep with water you find the Flame Stalker
Parallax (HD 5; AC 7; Atk 1 flame touch (1d6); MV 6; anybody attacking with a melee
weapon will suffer automatic 1d6 fire damage). “Release me and lead me to a forge fire
and I can take you to Avernus, the gates of Hell!” What he doesn’t know is that the
Fortress Dam of Ix has disabled all planar travel away from this plane. His plan will fail;
attempting it will provide a clue: “Great energies are bending space and preventing our
escape!” Should the adventurers take this route—after having disabled the fortress dam—
they will note that Parallax deserts them in Tiamat’s Cave filled with noxious gas. Tiamat
itself is a dragon god, a power, the mother of all monsters, a mass of sleeping serpentine
bodies 200 ft. high, currently asleep. Anybody who disturbs her sleep will be burnt to
dust, no save. Escaping from Avernus back to the characters’ plane of origin involves
meeting the bone devil Carcatrax (HD 7; AC 3; Atk 1 scythe (1d6); on a natural 20 the
target needs to save vs. death or lose their shield arm to the Hellish blade; can only be hit
by magic weapons) and helping it evade a group of 12 Bird Demons (HD 5; AC 5; Atk 1
two handed sword (2d6), 2 claws (1d6 each) and 1 beak (1d6); MV 15 fly; can only be hit
by magic weapons). Once this is done, it will lead the characters to the dust witch
Chiramatra (HD 11; AC 9; MV 3; can turn into a dust devil at will when outside; this
causes automatic 1d6 sand damage to anybody within 10 ft. and she can no longer be hit
by weapons; the sand devil form cannot be maintained inside a building; Atk 1 lightning
bolt (6d6); MV 15 as a dust devil) who will plane shift them in exchange for something of
value to the party (a magic weapon, a magic horn, treasure equivalent to 10,000gp). She
can also be forced to do this if defeated.

Encounters while exploring the skull road
1. A huge platform on stone wheels is pulled by 200 slaves, Slave Driver Devils (HD 4;

AC 4; Atk 1 pitch fork (1d6); MV 6 fly) with whips stand by and lash the slaves
mercilessly. As the slaves stumble and fall, they are slowly crushed by the wheels and
become one with the road. The whip masters use their whips to pluck replacements from
bystanders (save vs. paralysis to move away from the road; once targeted by a devil, save
vs. death or be hit and join the slaves as your soul is driven from your body). When a
fight breaks out, up to 8 slavers will join the fight. On the platform is a anthracite
ziggurat with a tent at the top. If the slavers are vanquished, a Martyr Prince of Pain
(HD 15; AC 7; Atk 1 harpoon pistol (save vs. death or suffer 3d6 damage and be pulled
to the Prince) and 5 impaling fingernails (1d6 each); MV 6; may drop the harpoon pistol
and use a total of 10 impaling fingernails; can only be hit by magic weapons; immune to
fire) will appear and attack unless appeased by the death or torture of half the party.
Treasure: 1,000pp, 20,000gp, 20 silken carpets worth 500gp each, jewelry worth 20,000gp.
2. An iron bridge arches over the bone road: it is ornamented with spikes, demonic faces,
gargoyles and black murder holes. Above the road hangs a golden lion helmet; this is in
fact the Roaring Helmet of Lior the Lion (when roaring like a lion, opponents must save vs.
paralysis to avoid suffering a -4 penalty on all their attack rolls for the next hour due to
their fear), golden paladin of the most holy order of Marduk. Removing it will raise an
alarm and summon 1d6 Infernal Minotaurs (HD 8; AC 3; Atk 1 horns (1d6) and 1 twohanded hammer (2d6); MV 3), followed by the patron of this bridge, the Horned Troll
Lord of Dispater (HD 15; AC 3; Atk 1 horns (3d6) and 2 steel-tipped claws (2d6 each);
MV 6; regenerates 5/round) a round later. If asked about the rest of the lion armor, the
Troll Lord will admit that he took it from a competitor who had lost the rest (it is
currently in possession of Nixies, see Shroom Lord). With appropriate spells it might be
possible to locate a member of said failed expedition.

Whenever player characters cannot make up their mind or whenever they are in danger, imps and
devils appear and offer to help... for a price. They will enter a pact with player characters. Once
the details have been hashed out, a pact requires a simple act to seal it. When a pact is broken by
a player character, the character will suffer a curse.
d6

Pact

Price

Seal
To seal this pact, you
will wear this amulet
I will lead you In return, you will fight
with the copulating
1 to somebody for me when I summon
monkeys. Attempting
who can help. you.
to take it off will
strangulate you.
In return, you will wear
I will lead you this Hell sigil on your
2 to somebody face for a year and a day,
who will help. invisible to all except for
those that can detect evil.

Curse
If you don’t give your utmost
to win the fight, these
monkeys will animate and
grow and do their utmost to
wreck your neighbors, your
family, and your friends.
If you fail to do this for me,
you will have sown the seed
To seal this pact, I
of evil in the hearts of those
brand you with this
near you, triggering an
painful Hell iron.
alignment change, if
appropriate.
Should you break this pact,
We will drink each
your muscles will wither and
other’s blood in order
shrink. You will lose 4
to seal this pact.
Strength.

I will summon In return, you will
somebody
forswear fighting all
3
who can help demons and devils for a
you.
year and a day.
In return, you will donate
I will summon one tenth of any treasure
To seal this pact, you
somebody
found (not just your
4
shall wear this ring of
who will help share of the treasure!) to
mine.
you.
evil deeds for a year and
a day.

If the pact is not kept, this
ring will poison you and you
shall die. You can never take
it off.

Even if you are rescued
In return, you will suffer
before you serve your time, I
for seven long weeks in To seal this pact, I will
I will help
shall keep your mind locked
5
Hell when you die. You take a lock of your hair
you.
up. Your body will be but an
cannot be resurrected in and keep it safe.
ordinary, 0-level mortal until
that time.
your time is up.
To seal this pact, I shall Anybody attempting to
I will solve
In return, your soul
cut off your hand and rescue you will have to face
6 this issue for belongs to me and you
replace it with this
treachery and greed every
you.
can never be resurrected.
bejeweled gauntlet.
step of the way.
The above table only makes sense if there is temptation. The party must want the help being
offered. Also note that the devils will try to prevent the simple removal of curses and
circumvention of poisoning. They can be outwitted, but it shouldn’t be easy. Make players work
for a release from the curse! Some ideas:







How to bypass the Styx Whale guarding the harbor exit (Betran).
How to gain access to a Panzer Ship (Belchion).
How to find the Tomb of the Black Lord of Nothingness (Gar).
How to gain a dominion down here (Onbog).
How to defeat the Ooze Lord (Kurmatesha).
How to gain control of the earth ship (Tonnhotz)

Bone Crusher
“The river Styx is dark and slow, here. On the shore you see dozens of torches illuminating a
serene harbor between heavy stone columns, and broad stairs leading up to a bronze portal made
for giants. As you come closer you recognize an ominous cephalopod relief.”
Theme: Bronze and brass illuminated by fire, meat and bones as raw material, brains, star gate.
Area Overview:








The harbor is quiet and unattended, the gates are closed.
The gate leads to a great hall full of zombies (see first encounter). The far end of this hall
is the surface of a marooned earth ship—a mobile city of brass made for travel through
time and space, to fly through air and glide through earth.
A huge ballroom illuminated by magic candles and stairs going up to the galleries.
An observatory with green glass walls—the view blocked by the deep earth.
A big avenue inside the ship and multiple brass towers humming with power.
Endless corridors with hundreds of prison cells for slaves.

Some random prisoners to get you started:








Viert, a devil worshipper from Dis, arrived here from a slave ship.
Jedda, an unrepentent toad demon worshiper.
Gerd, a painter who cannot remember how he got here.
Berta, an aristocratic judge, corrupt and fearful.
Goll, an evil hunter among dark forests who wants to redeem himself.
Liona, an athletic and cheerful gambler.
Ford, a traveller who fell into a toilet and was dropped into the river Styx, where he was
picked up by slavers.

Tonnhotz is the head of the Mind Eaters and operator of the Bone Crusher. It knows that the
tributary of meat and bones is alimented by all the dead creatures buried beneath mud
avalanches, crushed by earthquakes, or fallen into the deep shafts of the earth. It is here to
harness the residual energy. Similarly, it can use prisoners to make zombies and to power its
spells. It will not relinquish them unless it fears for its life. Tonnhotz is also an Earth Mage, but
all his special abilities in this area are used to control the earth ship, to extract metals and shape
them via ritual magic.
Beldilabdineb is head of the free tribe in the ship’s bowels. Its deceased father was a navigator
on this ship and passed on some rudimentary knowledge to its progeny.
Here is a suggested list of tasks to accomplish in order to put this ship back into working
conditions. Tailor this list to your needs.
Task
Cost
Time
Defeat Tonnhotz—One ship, one captain, right?
–
–
Purge or control the zombies and drive out the negative energies.
Unless the ship is hallowed with holy water (which is very expensive down
50,000gp 1 week
here), the accumulated negative energies will ensure that anyone dying inside
the ship will rise as a zombie under the control of the Mother Brain.
Retrieve the helm that Tonnhotz has stored in the Pocket Dimension of Angry
–
–
Tentacles, reachable via his personal regenerator tank (see above).
Dominate the Mother Brain—Controlling the water and nutrient supply of
the Mother Brain allows a captain to retrain it. Ingredients may be purchased
100,000gp 4 weeks
from traveling merchants and Hellish bazaars. This requires regular access to
the harbor market in the Prison of Dis.
Rebuild the ship using experiments and expensive rare materials with the
help of Beldilabdineb’s tribe. This requires regular access to the harbor
500,000gp 4 weeks
market in the Prison of Dis.
Alternatively, rebuild the ship with engineers and supply material from the
Fortress Dam of Ix. This requires a violent assault, kidnap of experts, and
–
4 weeks
robbery of the required materials; it also attracts 2 panzer ships on a punitive
mission.

Encounters
1. The brass harbor gate leads into a huge cavern with a stair that zigzags up five floors at

the far end. 300 Zombies (HD 2; AC 9; Atk 1 bite (1d6); MV 6) stand between you and
the airlock leading into the earth ship at the top of the stairs. The zombies will attack any
intruders they can see and reach.
2. Inside the earth ship, there is a huge hangar with a planar gate leading into a segment of
the astral sea trapped down here in this Hell hole. It looks like a brass porthole 30 ft.
across with a huge toothy Ether Whale (HD 20; AC 4; Atk 1 bite (4d6); MV 21 fly; grab
on a natural 20 and deal automatic damage every round) silently trying to push through a
wall of flesh into the room. Moving though the gate is easy, fighting the ether whale on
the other side is not.
3. The brain room contains a Mother Brain (HD 15; AC 9; MV 0; at will psychic lash deals
an automatic 3d6 headache every round to targets within 100 ft.; telepathic conversation is
difficult but possible: -2 to reaction rolls) the size of a small house in a liquid behind a
blue glass wall—it assaults weaker minds and tries to control them (save vs. spells or be
dominated if 8 HD or less or be slowed otherwise). Possibly encounter the Tentacle
Sorcerer Tonnhotz (HD 13; AC 9; Atk 1 main gauche (1d6); MV 12; in melee, a hit lets
Tonnhotz wrap its tentacles around the opponents’ head and crush it in 2 rounds; victims
may fight normally for two rounds but cannot retreat; invasive telepathy allows Tonnhotz to
locate enemies and to communicate with them, and to read their thoughts against their
will unless they save vs. spells. Tentacle blast at will requires anybody within 60 ft. to save
vs. petrification or be stunned for a round) here if it is forewarned. Stunned opponents
are attacked by 2 black Tentacle Cats (HD 5; AC 7; Atk 4 claws (1d6 each), 2 tentacles
(1d6 each) and 1 bite (1d6); MV 15; surprise on 5 in 6) guarding Tonnhotz at all times.
Damaging the Mother Brain is possible but will result in breaking the glass wall—without
magic aid characters need to save vs. death every round or drown in the warm sludge.
Killing the Mother Brain allows the ether whale to break through the planar gate;
dominating the Mother Brain is necessary to take over the ship, see below.
4. The Bone Crusher itself is a huge hall with a multiplexing arrival gate at the far end. It is
not possible to leave via this gate—a constant mass of meat and bones and mud pours
through it and drives the turbines and cog wheels of the blood engines. There are several
melancholy zombies watching over the mess (they don’t fight). Somehow disrupting this
meat influx (any reasonably involved and plausible plan players make should work) will
result in all the lights dimming and complete power loss in 4 hours (stale air, darkness).

5. The deep bowels of the ship are flooded with a foot of blood and poisoned water

seeping in through cracks everywhere (save vs. poison once per day or have a Sentient
Telepathic Silver Hagfish grow in your bowels within a week, die of gut rot within
another 4 weeks; enjoy the shared telepathic powers while it lasts; treat as a disease
curable by magic). A part of the former Fish Head Slave Crew (HD 3; AC 7; Atk 1
spear (1d6); MV 9; amphibious) has formed a free tribe, with 21 members living down
here under the leadership of Beldilabdineb (HD 5; AC 7; Atk 1 spear (1d6); MV 9;
amphibious; water kiss of healing 5×/day, mass invisibility 3×/day, favor of Shabriri 1×/day, a
water demon that can strike like a big wave for 7d6 or invisibly carry seven people along
water ways). Beldilabdineb can tell the party how to gain control of the ship, see below;
Beldilabdineb also knows about the titans of the earth and how to appease them (the
ritual required for the earth blood pool near the Spider City).
6. The private quarters of the captain is where Tonnhotz rests. The walls are covered in art
nouveau brass reliefs and the floor has various elaborate trap doors leading to dark, water
filled tanks. One of these is of just the right size and temperature to act as the captain’s
regeneration tank. When the lid is closed, anybody that drinks blood will instantly be
transported to the Pocket Dimension of Angry Tentacles.
7. The Pocket Dimension of Angry Tentacles is a dark, water-filled world inhabited by a Deep
Kraken (HD 12; AC 8; Atk 8 tentacles (1d6); MV 6 swim; when hit by two tentacles, save
vs. paralysis or be grappled and suffer an automatic 2d6/round until released), a
monstrous creature grown to unnatural size in this pocket dimension. There are also 24
Smaller Carnivorous Fish (HD 2; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (1d6); MV 9); large kelp forests, rock
caves, and strange spires rising to the upper reaches of the pocket dimension abound
(when fighting underwater, only stabbing weapons like daggers, short swords, spears,
tridents, and the like may be used). On the highest needle there is a small flat area, maybe
20 ft. across, where Tonnhotz likes to meditate. This is where he placed the helm to his
marooned ship. The small area here is covered by a permanent anti-magic effect. There is
but little warning: the area is also covered by a permanent silence effect 30 ft. across. In
other words, characters talking to each other as they approach will notice the silence before
their water-breathing spells are canceled.

Panzer Ships are the armored steam boats used by on the river Styx. There are several of them,
two are described below. If both have made an appearance, feel free to add your own. Note that
if you want them to sail to the Prison of Dis to trade, the captain will need some sort of magic
horn to bypass the Styx Whale.
It is possible to take hold of a ship. This requires a crew of 10 to operate the machines, someone
with a nautical background to navigate the river, and someoe with an engineering background to
control the engines.
1. The brass Panzer Ship Warburg arrives from the Prison of Dis carrying a treasure of

40,000gp and 153 slaves in recompense for sorcerous services rendered. It is operated by
a crew of 40 Headless Zombies (HD 1; AC 8; Atk 2 claws (1d6 each); MV 3) and
defended by 40 hungry Ghoul Archers (HD 2; AC 8; Atk 1 bow (1d6); MV 12). The
captain is the Merchant Sorcerer Belchion (HD 9; AC 4; Atk 1 rapier (1d6); MV 12;
storm blast stops any advance by creatures of ogre size or smaller; slams flying creatures
against the floor or ship for 2d6; bolts of lightning against up to three opponents at the
same time for 6d6 each, save vs. spells for half) who is in turn protected by 2 Brass
Golems (HD 11; AC 3; Atk 2 fists (2d6); MV 3; immune to magic; healed by fire magic;
can only be hit by magic weapons). Treasure: the Horn of Pressure (when blown, every
creature within 150 ft. with a heart to feel, ears to hear, and eyes to see except for the
person blowing the horn must save vs. death or be temporarily blinded by their bulging
eyes; when blown again, any creature that failed the previous save must save again or
faint; when blown a third time, any creature that failed the previous save must save one
last time or die from cardiAC arrest—undead and golems are immune); Bracers of Armor
+4 with the snake sigils of Set; Ring of the Forked Tongue (wearer grows a forked tongue
and is able to see invisible, living creatures).
2. The black iron Panzer Ship Zykanthor brings the Devil Captain Helicantus (HD 12;
AC 0; Atk 1 electric eel sword (2d6, two handed with a pommel showing an eel head, victims
must save vs. paralysis or be stunned one round; the sword also forces the wielder to
attack the stunned opponent the next round—possibly triggering another save); MV 3;
teleport at will, immune to spells of level 3 and lower) with a host of 120 armored Mord
Men (HD 3; AC 2; Atk 1 sword (1d6) or 1 short bow (1d6); MV 3) and 5 Siege Trolls
(HD 7; AC 4; Atk 2 iron gauntlets (2d6 each); MV 6) to fight. Without intervention, the
siege proceeds as follows: gate breached on the second day by side tunnels, flaming rivers
of oil poured through the breach by the defenders kills a siege troll, maims three others,
and kills about 40 men; the third day Helicantus keeps to his ships and looks for a way to
sabotage the defenses (and will pay 10,000 gp to anyone who manages this); without help
from the players the attempt will fail on the fourth day and Helicantus cuts losses and
leaves. Treasure: 4 scrolls of blasting (used for structural damage and to breach the gate); 20
scrolls of flaming death (explosions dealing 6d6 fire damage to anybody within 20 ft.); 20
scrolls of fiery arrows (enchants 50 arrows to deal an extra 1d6 of fire damage); pay for the
Mord Men, 12,000gp in a coffer protected by a poison needle.
If you need a third party, feel free to have orcs on air sharks arrive, throwing flasks containing
green slime (see Shark Den for more info about the orcs).

Shark Den
“Wild ululations and ecstatic pig snorting fills the air. High above, orcs riding sharks that float
through the air are keeping watch while down below the crowd goes mad with the sound of
party.”
Themes: Orcs, slimes, flying sharks, witches, pigs, crows.
Area Overview:







Orcish singing and dancing from the tents.
Pink pigs run between the tents.
Up above, a handful of air sharks glide lazily through the air.
There are a few spots on the cavern ceiling where light as bright as the sun shines down
on green grass below.
Giant goats graze in the distance.
There are several dozen crows perched on trees black as the night.

Orc names: Marashatta, Iraksha, Zarakosh, Tirrash, Boglosh, Lormokto, Jalash, Erdanishat,
Adosh.
A 200 ft. shaft leads up to the main cave. There are no ropes, no ladders, and no handholds—the
orcs use their air sharks and have no use for such things. At the top of the shaft are several
guards (see the list of encounters below). Visitors must answer with the current pass phrase
before being allowed to pass.
A list of pass phrases and popular comments by the guards upon hearing them:






“Strong cheese and elves!”
“Yum!”
“Too many eyeballs spoil the broth!”
“I see!”
“We don’t mix with slime!”
“Ah, but others do!”
“Wind is the elvish word for fart!”
“Muahaha!”
“Cheese is stronger than ale!”
“Shut up!”

Encounters:
1. At the top of the entry shaft, 8 Orc Guards (HD 1; AC 6; Atk 1 halberd (1d6); MV 6)

stand by big amphorae containing Green Slime (HD 1; AC –; MV 1; will decompose
organic matter and metal and turn it into green slime upon contact (orcs must hit
AC 9+Dex bonus), armor will be destroyed but delays skin contact by one round for each
point of AC granted (e.g. leather armor delays skin contact by two rounds); cannot be
harmed by weapons; torches and the like deal 1d6 damage to both victim and green
slime; it deals 1d6 damage per round once armor is bypassed). The guards pour the green
slime on any trespassers ignorant of the current pass phrase.
2. A squad of 6 Orc Guards with their Leader (HD 3; AC 6; Atk 1 sword (1d6); MV 6)
and the Quartermaster (HD 2; AC 8; Atk 1 quarterstaff (1d6); MV 12) on duty move

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

toward the air shark stables. Before mounting the air sharks, the quartermaster opens the
big bunker where the amphorae and flasks full of green slime and the smoke grenades are
stored; the Green Avatar of Slime is locked away in the Crow Cave (see below).
An Air Shark (HD 6; AC 5; Atk 1 bite (2d6); will throw you around on a 20: take 1d6
extra falling damage if you cannot fly) passes overhead—will attack if it smells blood.
2d4 Orcs mounted on Air Sharks swoop in and drop little clay flasks containing Green
Slime; the orcs avoid landing but will let the air sharks attack flying opponents. Without
orcs to guide them, air sharks will enter a feeding frenzy attacking the most wounded
victim (if any) until it is dead and then carry it away to eat at their leisure. When under
attack, the orcs have 4 smoke grenades each which they use to escape unharmed.
The orc settlement is built into the walls of the cave such as not to reduce the illuminated
grazing area. In all there must be about 300 Able-Bodied Orcs; any residents met will
assume that foreigners know the necessary pass phrases and are here to trade, no further
inquiries will be made unless violence breaks out.
Vialashta, One-Eyed Crow Priestess of the Orcs (HD 9; AC 8; Atk 1 orcish hammer
(1d6); MV 9; curse at will, roll d6: 1. slowed, 2. blind, 3. stupid like an ox, 4. weak as a baby,
5. contract the plague, 6. crippling pain; save vs. spells to avoid) and her 4 Witches
(HD 5; AC 8; Atk 1 cudgel (1d6); MV 9; curse 3×/day as above) bargain with the
Hanging Tree (HD 15; AC 3; Atk 8 branches and roots (1d6 each); MV 0); the branches
of the hanging tree are loaded with twitching corpses: 12 Armless Ghouls (HD 2; AC 9;
Atk 1 bite (1d6); MV 12) hang up there, unable to free themselves. The Crow Priestess is
trying to develop a ritual to control free roaming ghouls using the tree’s power. Treasure:
the tree accepts gold offerings and pulls these down into a buried hoard containing
20,000gp plus 50 jewels and gems worth 1,000gp each amongst thousands of skulls and a
beating troll heart (which will regenerate into a full troll if released from the roots).
Several pieces of metal fire burn like flood lights on the cave ceilings. Here, plants grow
and giant goats graze. Each flock is guarded by a jealous Giant Ram (HD 4; AC 8; Atk 1
ram (2d6); MV 12); the 1d4 Orcs watching the goats will tell visitors that they got the
metal fire from Gar, a filthy dwarven wizard living along the river Styx.
The cheese factory houses 24 Orcish Cooks and a Slave Curd Demon (HD 15; AC –;
Atk 1 slam (3d6; swallow whole on a 20; victims must save vs. death every round or
suffocate); MV 1). The Curd Demon is involved in the making of orc cheese; the orcs
release it when under attack, knowing full well that it attacks anything in its proximity.
The Shrine of Hecate sits inside a black tent illuminated with a hundred candles; the altar
is full of dried pig blood (pigs are sacrificed to placate Hecate’s anger), many curse scrolls,
and skulls that hang in the darkness above. Here lives the Orc Witch Kurmatesha
(HD 9; AC 9; Atk 1 staff (1d6); MV 9; spells as per her spellbook below); she has the
Horn of the Mountain Cedar which summons 12 Tengu (crow-headed, flying swordsmen;
HD 5; AC 7; Atk 1 two handed glass swords (2d6); MV 9 fly) once per day. If attacked
she polymorphs into a Shadow Wolf (HD 9; AC 7; Atk 1 bite (2d6); MV 12; howl of pain:
anybody touching the ground within 60 ft. must save vs. petrification or be stunned for a
round and save vs. death or suffer 1d6 damage from bleeding ears).
The Cave of the Crow God is locked behind a magically-sealed door, its surface
protected by a magic coating that makes it resistant to green slime. A flight of stairs leads
down into a big cave filled with a lake of green slime—this is where the big amphorae are
refilled once a month. The lake is protected by the Green Avatar of Slime (HD 19;
AC –; Atk 1 pseudopod (deposits a blob of green slime); MV 1).

Successful telepathic communication with the Slime Avatar reveals that there is an “elder
brother” in the area, a free manifestation of slime power, an Ooze Lord at the center of the big
ring. To reach it, a petitioner must be fully covered in slime and wade past The Three Teeth of Rana.
Kurmatesha’s protection from slime spell may come in handy.

Things to do:
The orcs are interested in adopting humanoids into their tribe. Whosoever saves an orc’s life is
eligible for blood brotherhood and marriage into the tribe.
There is no religious conflict between the Crow God Odin and the Queen of Witches, Hecate.
Both of them are required. What tension remains is entirely due to the personalities of Vialashta
and Kurmatesha.
Vialashta says:
Kurmatesha says:
Odin is the god of crows and he taught us
Hecate is the goddess of witches and taught us
how to read.
how to cast spells.
The Crow God’s Hanging Tree gives us power
The Witch grants us power over the beasts.
over the undead.
The crows are spying for us.
The air sharks fight for us.
Our temple has been turned into the lair of a The fertility powers of Hecate makes our tribe
Slime Avatar.
strong.
Kurmatesha would love the party to sink one of the Mind Eater Panzer Ships (see Bone
Crusher). She is willing to trade spells for assistance.
1st level
the charming gaze of a witch
detection of causal anomalies
and arcane effects
the languages of men and
animals

Kurmatesha’s Spellbook
2nd level
3rd level
arcane locking of doors barriers against all sorts of
and portals
aerial missiles
protective coating against
riding a broom
slimes and oozes

4th level
utter transformation of
the self

Vialashta would love the party to help her seed the underworld with Hanging Trees. She knows
of several rituals that she might teach students of the Crow God.
1. The making of a crow cloak requires the student spend seven days under a Hanging Tree

with at least one corpse on it, sitting by a fire burning with myrrh and chanting the names
of six hundred lesser bird demons. Every day a hundred crows will come and eat of the
corpse, dropping a single feather; the student must collect these feathers and stitch them
to a black cloak made using the hide of a black horse.
2. The hallowing of a hill requires the student to bury forty dead bodies under a hill. Each
body requires the eyes to be gouged and the tongues to be cut; the mouth must be filled
with crow feathers and the crow student must wear a crow cloak while performing the deed
while singing the praise of Odin with a hoarse voice.
3. The gallow runes of power requires the student to obtain a twig of a black oak, a pound of
silver dust, and twenty one pigs. A small ditch is dug around a hallowed hill with five lines
forming a pentagram inside this circle. The ditch is filled with silver dust and then all the
pigs are slaughtered on the hill, their blood filling the ditch; the student must do all this
stark naked and smear their entire body with blood. At the end, the student must plant
the twig at the top of the hill and water it with their own blood and tears; the Hanging
Tree will draw demonic power from the ground and grow within the next night.
4. The eye of wisdom requires the student to carefully hang themselves from a Hanging Tree
and scream Odin’s name until their foaming lips turn black (this usually takes about an

hour). The student then needs to gouge their right eye with a glass knife and offer it to
the dark god of crows; doing this will allow the student to turn into a crow once per day,
speak to crows at will, and to see through any crow’s eyes within a one mile radius.
5. Mastery of the shapeless form requires the student to raise two wolves. When howling
together with these two wolves, all jellies, oozes, slimes, puddings, and other such
amorphous monsters must recoil; this is how the Slime Avatar and the Curd Demon are
kept confined to their respective basins.

Vats of Gar
“The door leads into a room with a floor hundreds of feet below. The space in between is a mess
of stairs, passages, hanging vats, huge distilling machineries and vats, hundred of vats with half
formed creatures churning, trying to climb out, and dissolving again.”
Themes: This lab is all about proterozoic life—the transition from living goo and slimes to huge
amoebas, living molds, fungi, and myconids; vertical area.
Area Overview:







Magical fires heat bubbling vats.
Simple mechanical churning machines creak and rattle.
Green liquid pours into a big vat, producing a cloud of foul odors.
A polished metallic sphere hangs in the air; lightning bolts strike the iron rods that
surround it.
Endless shelves with collections of waters and soils gathered from all over the multiverse.
Platforms with small artificial swamps, ponds, and groves under a glass bell (entry via iron
doors and short tunnels).

When fighting in this vertical area without standing at the very bottom, anybody hit with a natural
20 needs to save vs paralysis or stumble over an edge, taking 1d6×1d6 damage from the fall
(unless prevented by ropes, magic, or similar means).
Area Encounters:
1. A pink Vat Man (HD 3; AC 9; Atk 1 slam (1d6) followed by a bear hug next round (2d6);

2.

3.

4.
5.

MV 3) climbs out of a huge vat. The vat man appears to be blind and unable to talk; ESP
and similar methods will reveal a genius freshly trapped in this huge lump of flesh. Soon
enough this will drive it mad with rage—can you find a remedy?
12 Green Brain Sucker Worms (HD 2; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (1d6); MV 6; when bitten, save
vs. death or the worms deposit eggs in your bloodstream; terminal brain rot in three days)
follow your tracks on their stubby feet, their thin tentacles waving back and forth.
A Bori Demon (HD 5; AC 9; Atk 1 cold touch (2d6 cold, save vs. dragon breath or
faint); MV 3; can only be seen by its intended victim; can only be hit by magic weapons)
stalks the party once they steal or break anything in the labs. It tries to kill the party one
by one by leading them into fights and attacking the wounded. It’s true name is known to
Gar (which is why it can be controlled).
A group of a dozen barrels each contains a singing Ooze Elemental (HD 1; AC –;
MV 1; when disturbing it, save vs. spells or be charmed).
A huge Pink Brain (HD 12; AC 9; MV 3 fly; can dominate others at will and keep up to
three creatures under control at all times; save vs. spells or attack your friends, last man
standing must commit suicide) rises on a stalk, as psychic energies surge around it. May
be pacified if telepathy is used to contact it.

6. A Giant Snail (HD 7; AC 6; Atk 2 fists (2d6), 1 bite with its radula (3d6), 1 acid slime

7.

8.

9.

10.

touch (1d6); MV 2) with two huge fists is angered by the intrusion; it roars incoherently
and shakes its fists as it (slowly) approaches.
6 Smoking Myconids (HD 3; AC 7; Atk 1 kick (1d6), MV 6; release spores when hit,
save vs. poison or fall asleep) are arranged in a circle in an artificial glade. The trees here
are freshly planted and the smell of turned soil hangs in the air. A disc of magic metal fire
illuminates the scenery. The myconids prefer not to be disturbed. Treasure: little seeds the
size of a golf ball filled with distilled essences: two of strength (+2 to hit and damage in
melee), four of healing (2d6 hit points healed), two of dexterity (+2 to hit with ranged
weapons), four of charisma (+2 to reaction rolls). These effects last for an hour.
Deeper penetration into the warren of vats requires that a Slime-Covered Open Space
(HD 12; AC –; Atk: 1 slam (1d6); MV 1; can only be hit with magic weapons; when hit,
save vs. death every round or be covered in slime and suffocate the next round) be
crossed... and it doesn’t like being stepped on.
An alchemical forge is built atop a spire rising from the laboratory floor, there is no
obvious way to reach it (Gar uses flying spells). Phosphorescent-green power lines
crisscross the platform in the shape of a circled pentagram; the fire burning in the center
leads to a small extra-dimensional forge-space (1d6 fire damage every round), home to 4
Fire Salamanders (HD 5; AC 3; Atk 1 flaming trident (2d6, two handed, sets target on fire
for an extra 1d6 damage the next round), MV 6). The circled pentagram prevents them
from leaving. This forge-space is not connected to the rest of the multiverse; the
salamanders dislike this and are eager to end their engagement with Gar. He cares little
for their plight: a deal is a deal, and it didn’t include regular visits to the Plane of
Elemental Fire. Treasure: a nearly-finished Burning Iron Snake Golem (HD 12; AC 2;
Atk 1 bite (3d6); MV 9; immune to magic; healed by fire magic; breath liquid fire: targets
need to save vs. dragon breath or take 12d6 damage, 1 in 6 chance to use next round;
anybody in melee distance takes 1d6 fire damage every round) that has not yet been keyed
to a master, and a finished rod of fire (can shoot a fireball dealing 6d6 fire damage once per
hour).
At the very bottom of the laboratory complex is a dwarven cave carved into stone:
marble columns covered in golden flowers, alcoves house statues of armed angels, and at
the very center of the complex under a soaring cupola, illuminated by magic metal fire, is
the Slime Sorcerer himself, writing in his research notebook and protected by an Iron
Protector Golem (HD 12; AC 2; Atk 2 slams (2d6); MV 6; immune to magic; healed by
metal-heating magic (not just fire); when hit by lightning it gains an additional two attacks
next round; earth shaking stomp: all targets within 20 ft. need to save vs. paralysis or fall
prone and lose their next attack—getting up and moving is not a problem).

The greatest treasure to be gained down here is meeting the Slime Sorcerer Gar (HD 13; AC 9;
Atk 1 elf slaying dagger +3 (1d6; triple damage against elves); MV 9; spells as listed in his
spellbook) in his laboratories. Gar is a 13th level dwarven magic user on the eternal quest of
finding the ur-slime, the slime that gave birth to life as we know it. If the party can prove that
they have befriended intelligent plants or fungi—such as myconids or ents—they will gain Gar’s
respect. Alternatively, if magic users in the party have spells that could aid Gar to communicate
with slimes or summon them, contact planes filled with slimes, or contact higher beings of the
fungus realms (Lord Agaric, Father Muscarine, or the Mycelian Empire?) this will make him
agreeable to barter spells.

Gar’s Spellbook
1st level
2nd level
3rd level
4th level
barriers against all
transmogrification of friends
mass somnia for the restless
arachnid powers of netting
sorts of aerial missiles and strangers
the excellent fusion of doors
mechanical lordship over control of lethal
control of ocular powers in the
and their frames
locks
electrical energies
earth
detection of causal anomalies temporary cancellation of stupefying growth of the charming of the most
and arcane effects
gravitational effects
external gills
unnatural creatures
short range powers of
force projectiles of unerring
control over aerial
ignition for martial
accuracy
elemental propulsion
purposes
5th level
6th level
7th level
transportation of small groups vivification of protozoic conjuration of reusable
of people through rifts in space matter
phasic doors
liquification and
summoning of snakes and
mixification of cellular
snails of enormous size
matter
contacting and understanding
the batrachian lords of chaos
Stuff to learn:











Via contact with the Batrachian Lords of Chaos, Gar learned that the Styx section he is
living in is disconnected from the rest of the multiverse. That in itself doesn’t concern
him much for the moment—should his research demand interplanar travel however, he
will investigate the problem and discover the ultimate cause behind it all: the Fortress
Dam of Ix. One way to get him started is to exchange summoning and planar travel
spells, since he will realize that they currently do not work.
Gar carries the ‘secret blessing of ooze’ which ensures that proterozoic lifeforms do not
attack him. For services rendered and life or property saved, he will share the secret—
anyone who learns this secret will not be attacked by slimes, oozes, and puddings.
The true name of the Bori is Aqrabuamelu—it can be summoned by speaking its name
thrice but it can only ride the winds, therefore no planar travel is possible and it cannot
travel faster than a hundred miles per hour. Invoking its name in vain angers the demon;
to placate it, a special dance must be performed. The dance is called Greeting the Sun God
Shamash at Dusk and requires a scorpion mask to perform correctly. Gar has this mask
stored away in his sleeping quarters and knows the dance, but intends to take this secret
with him when he dies.
Gar knows how to build an Iron Protector Golem (the rare metals and the master smith
required to create the various pieces cost 100,000gp in all).
Gar knows how to befriend Salamander Craft Masters; four of them live in his forge
space. A magic user who spends two months in the service of Gar is able to learn it as
well: enough of the Efreet language to communicate, how to greet them, how they like to
be paid, and so on.
Gar knows how to build magic metal fire (base ingredients are alkaline earth metals worth
500gp, the exact metals used determine the color of the light). The metal is slowly
consumed over a hundred years as it shines as bright as day. The afterglow may linger up
to a thousand years.

Bubbling Stench
“The river opens out into a festering lake; your senses are assailed by bursting gas bubbles and
the sickly stench of rot.”
Themes: Frogs, floating eyes, unbearable stench.
Area Overview:








The river Styx widens and widens, enough to lose sight of one or both shores.
Big cave pelicans glide over the water.
Gases bubble up from the depths.
The stench of rotten fruit and excrement lingers in the air.
Eyes of giant frogs watch.
Worse, eyes bubble up from the water and float away.
Big, snake-like creatures move in the murky water.

Bogling Names: Slap, Niwash, Blair, Darp, Oort, Karg, Ashzwash, Mort.
Beneath the lake an Eye Tyrant Sorcerer (HD 15; AC 4; Atk 1 bite (2d6); MV 9; disintegrating
gaze (save vs. rays or take 3d6 damage), paralyzing gaze (save vs. paralysis or be held and helpless
while the gaze does not waver), canceling gaze (save vs. spells or be unable to cast spells and all
magic items lose their power while the gaze does not waver), charming gaze (save vs. spells or be
charmed for a day)) named Valkhazar dreams in its palace; as it does so, eyes pop out from the
lake floor, bubble up, and weave what they see into its dreams (see events below). If the sleeping
eye tyrant is attacked it will dream up all sorts of defensive measures. Feel free to dream up a new
measure every round or pick from the event list below. A determined party should be able to
wake the eye tyrant. Sometimes it also feels events on the surface warrant investigation. Treasure
(in Valkhazar’s palace): 200,000sp, 50,000gp, 5,000ep, 1,000pp, Helm of Telepathy, 5 rubies worth
2000gp each.
Area Encounters:
1. A raft with 2d6 Boglings (HD 1; AC 7; Atk 1 spear (1d6); MV 4 on foot; MV 15 swim;

2.

3.

4.

5.

submerged they surprise on 5 in 6; jumping charge for double damage), they are too
afraid to attack foreigners, instead will try to insinuate themselves as guides and lead the
party to Onbog’s Toad Fane.
A green glow at the shore outlines the Toad Fane occupied by 5d6 Boglings and run by
Onbog (HD 7; AC 4; Atk 1 amputating meat cleaver (1d8; will cut a limb on a 20); MV 12;
roll 1d4 to determine arm or leg when maiming a foe) the undead servant of Tsathoga.
Onbog will swallow the limb the next round and flee into the lake (he doesn’t need to
breathe). Its Horn of Frog Birth summons thousands of frogs and green fog from the
surrounding ground, making pursuit difficult.
A camp with 1d6×10 Boglings built around the decaying carcass of a Styx Whale that
has been cut open, grubs everywhere, and an invitation to a poisonous feast (save or
contract a debilitating gut rot giving you a -2 on all your rolls).
A Giant Ancient Eel (HD 8; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (3d6); MV 15 swim; will grab a victim off
the boat on a 20 and dive next round; while grabbed, victims must save vs. death every
round or drown; once the eel is dead victims in metal armor continue drowning) attacks.
1d4 Giant Frogs (HD 4; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (1d6); will grab a victim off the boat on a 20,
swallow whole, and dive next round; victims takes 2d6 damage every round but may

breathe somewhat and fight from the inside using a dagger (AC 4); once the frog is dead
victims in metal armor save vs. death every round or drown) decide to attack.
6. Orcs on Air Sharks throwing bottles containing Green Slime at any of the above (see
Shark Den for more info about the orcs).
Bogling knowledge:
1. The eyes mean trouble: avoid them if you can or keep your emotions under control if
you cannot. They don’t know how to influence the strange events around them (see
events below).
2. There are not many travelers down here because there are orcs on flying sharks that
attack ships.
3. There is no escape up or down the river because it flows in a circle.
4. Down river is the Fortress Dam of Ix which is very dangerous... so don’t go there.
5. Also avoid any armored boats, because invariably the people on these boats are evil.
6. The toad god is mighty and prefers sacrifice to approach on its own, or to be brought by
its servants.
7. If asked about The Three Teeth of Rana (knowledge to be learned from the Avatar of Slime
in the Shark Den), any bogling can lead the party to the three pillars (which is where the
hidden passage to the Ooze Lord is).
Onbog was a priest of Mitra that was corrupted by Tsathoga many years ago. Now it maintains
this fane along the river Styx, hating itself and everybody else. It enjoys the control it has over the
frogs and likes nothing better than the hope of corrupting others into the service of Tsathoga in
order to share its well-concealed misery. Onbog is also afraid of meeting Bilapudee, a frog demon
ruling over the Eternal Swamp. Possibly that would reveal how minuscule its power is. Only if
threatened will it reveal the passage to up the waterfall.
When the party leaves the region, Tsathoga or Onbog will consider the actions of the party and
react accordingly:






Animosity: Tsathoga is not amused to see its wretched servants abused; as the fight ends
the creatures killed by the party are reanimated as Zombies to continue the attack. The
zombies channel Onbog’s twisted accusations and Tsathoga’s angry demands for
reparations (a sacrifice of a living sophont to serve as a replacement). Wherever the party
goes, more dead will rise until 40 HD worth of undead have risen or until the party
complies with the demands. If the party does comply and the players describe an
appropriate ritual, you can switch to the “Friendship” reaction if appropriate.
Friendship: If the party has parted on friendly terms with Onbog, it will mention the
party favorably in prayers to Tsathoga. Choose one character to be Tsathoga’s favorite;
whenever that character is near the remains of a sentient creature, Tsathoga talks to him
or her through that corpse and tries to seduce the character into its service by offering
appropriate bargains (permanent water breathing; the ability to conjure living eyes in the
area and see through them; the ability to find a little gem in mud or refuse once a week; a
beautiful mate—soulless of course; a position in Hell after death—similar to Onbog’s,
naturally; the language of frogs; a fiefdom in a bog near the character’s hometown). This
goes on until the character either agrees or declines three times.
Neglect: Onbog is offended that it was ignored and no sacrifice was made. It sends a
team of 3d6 Boglings after the party to capture and bring them back to him. At the
beginning of the next three encounters there is a 2 in 6 change that the bogling
expedition reaches and attacks the party while they are engaged.

Events:
1. If the river runs dry because the Fortress Dam of Ix has been destroyed, the Eye Tyrant

Sorcerer is awakened and Onbog aggravated.
2. If a ghoul company marches along the shores of the lake, they avoid the muddier

sections because of the weight of the cart; they will also fall upon any boglings and turn
them into ghouls in order to replenish their ranks.
3. The eyes bubbling up from the lake will observe the party. What they see influences the
Eye Tyrant Sorcerer’s dreams—roll on the appropriate table below (these events are
preceded with a lot more floating eyes bubbling up):
d4

Fights, Violence
Jokes, Laughter, Happiness
This makes the tyrant giddy with
This makes the tyrant jealous and
energy.
aggressive.
On the water, 4d4 Hairy Brain
Children (HD 1; AC 9; Atk 1 tiny
knife (1d6); MV 3 fly; only attack
Several fuming balls of fire rise
moving targets) looking like fistto the surface and explode upon
1 sized eyes with legs and arms and
contact with air. Everyone takes
armed with everyday tools (needles, 6d6 fire damage, save vs. dragon
hammers, knives) attack anything
breath for half.
that moves. If they see no moving
target, they fall asleep and drift away.
On the shore are 2d4 Trauma
Puppies (HD 1; AC 9; Atk 1 bite
(1d6); MV 6; charming gaze (save vs.
spells or be charmed for a day)
A raving maelstrom develops,
forces victim to take off any gloves
spinning the ship around. Save vs.
and extend their bare hand to feed
2
paralysis or be thrown overboard;
or fondle them; the puppies will bite
characters in metal armor save vs.
the hand which is considered to be
death every round or drown.
AC 9; getting bitten breaks the
enchantment) seemingly cute but
with a huge single eye above their
mouth full of razor-sharp teeth.
Every character looking into the
water sees a drowning copy of
Countless darts of anger fly out
themselves, silently pleading for
of the water and stab any eyes
help. Reaching out to them allows
looking at them; save vs. dragon
the copy to grab the character (once
breath for each eye or be hit by a
seen, resisting the urge to help
needle. If hit, take a -4 on all rolls
requires a save vs. spells). The copy
of the d20 until the needle is
3 will desperately hug and kiss the
removed; removing a needle
characters; save vs. paralysis or be
requires a cure critical wounds spell
pulled down to the lake floor. Once
or a successful pick locks test. If
under water save vs. death every
the removal is botched, the whole
round or drown; if water breathing,
eye is lost and has to be regrown
characters may end up seeing the
using a regenerate spell.
Eye Tyrant’s palace. Once shaken
off the apparition will dissolve.

Magic, Spells
This makes the tyrant
happy and creative.
You see a flickering,
silent image of a frog
demon sitting on a
petal throne, holding
court.

You see a flickering
silent image of a
huge machine made
of countless pipes,
chimneys, and cog
wheels; suddenly
some of the pipes
explode and the
vision fades.

You see a flickering
silent image of bird
cages hanging in the
air, all of them
holding a wide variety
of creatures.

The spells just cast
seem to draw their
Any creature recently deceased
The water boils, every living
energies from the
opens its eyes, which then bulge and being in the water takes 3d6
living. Hair turns gray
pop out of their sockets, to then
damage; save vs. dragon breath or
4
and hands shake;
float up and away. The dead crawl take a -4 on all rolls of the d20 for
every character within
around on all fours to search for
the next three days or until treated
60 ft. must save vs.
their eyes.
with a cure critical wounds spell.
death or suffer 1d6
damage.

Eternal Swamp
“You reach a small lake and see outlines of reed grass through heavy fog. The water flows
languidly over a few black rocks before tumbling into the shaft you just climbed. Birds call out to
each other.”
Themes: Fog, bog, an alien palace.
Area Overview: It is practically impossible to climb up to this swamp from the Bubbling Stench.
This area is a possible starting area for a party arriving via planar travel. As this place is far
enough from the Fortress Dam of Ix in order to allow planar travel, this is also where you can
use magic to leave this place and where high level clerical spells work.







Building a boat with the reeds available is possible.
A giant crane is standing still and suddenly comes down to swallow a giant leech that has
been following the boat.
Out of the mist rises a white, filigree sponge pyramid, a fractal construction without a
clear separation of rooms or corridors; no furniture, no tools, no people.
At the bottom of the sponge pyramid, in the very center, lies a circular silent harbor
where ebony light falls on amazing swan ships. (A lever on these boats throws hundreds
of yards of animated silk up into the air, like fluttering wings; this will break a fall and
allow the boat to sail over waterfalls).
At the top of the sponge pyramid, above the mist, there is a closed red flower as big as a
house; a disturbance will let it unfold, and leads to an encounter with Bilapudee.

Bilapudee (HD 17; AC 4; Atk 1 two-handed chaos spear (2d6 + mutation); MV 9; jumping charge
deals double damage; roll 1d6 for mutations during the night after being hit at least once by the
chaos spear: 1. useless arm, 2. useless leg, 3. inimical face on your belly, 4. unnatural skin color, 5.
budding psi powers (telepathy), 6. disturbing aura at will; chaos storm once per day to deal 12d6
damage due to spatial deformation, save vs. spells for half; psi confusion at will, anybody within 60
ft. must save vs. spells or attack an ally the next round; 80% chance to summon another demon
frog 1×/day; aeronautic dream is a ritual involving the inhalation of sweet chrysantheme incense
fumes and the subsequent levitation of the ship the dreamer is on for as long as the dreamer
does not wake) is a demon frog and the Lord of the Sulfur Kingdom—except that there is no
sulfur apparent in the swamps, and the air up above the mist is clear and bright and clean.

Things to learn:





The waterfall provides access to a Hell hole. Bilapudee rarely goes there; he might give
the party a swan ship to be rid of them. He is not interested in teaching them the
aeronautic dream to come back.
The Hell below Bilapudee’s swamp is preventing planar travel and teleportation (he
doesn’t know about the limited access to high level clerical spells).
It is possible to reach the Prison of Dis via the river Styx.

Encounters during the day:
1. In the swamp, a group of 2d6 Giant Leeches (HD 6; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (2d6); MV 15

swim) attack; half of them attach themselves to the boat if there is one while the others
try to reach for warm bodies. Leeches attacking the boat do automatic damage; if your
boat has no hit-points, assume 50.
2. It is possible to follow the Giant Crane (HD 8; AC 7; Atk 1 beak (2d6); MV 6 on foot;
MV 21 fly) mentioned above to its nest. Within the nest are three man-sized jade urns
containing ashes, bones, and various gems for a total of 30,000 gold; each of the urns is
worth an additional 2,000gp.
Encounters during the night:
1. A sulfur fog rises, and oozes bubble up from the water (see River Travel for a list of

random slimes and oozes).
2. A long chain-gang of Morlokhs (HD 1; AC 9; Atk 1 pole (1d6); MV 1 chained) walk

through the fog and search for something using poles. They are guarded by a Toad
Slaver (HD 3; AC 4; Atk 1 two handed trident (1d6); MV 9; jumping charge for double
damage).
During the night, the servants of Bilapudee search for moon silver in this swamp. Bilapudee will
occasionally buy more slaves on other planes and bring them here. Sometimes he will bring more
of his frog demon friends and they’ll raid the world below. If your players want to investigate this
some more, you’ll have to expand this yourself—I just used it as a starting point.

Fortress Dam of Ix
“You hear creaking, churning, and hammering long before you see the huge cog wheels. The flow
of the river slows and finally you see the rim of a fortified dam.”
Themes: Industrialism, the necessity of things, bureaucracy, flood lights, surveilance,
submarine-like interior with hatches, narrow passages, loud clanging




There are watch towers on the dam and search lights look for boats.
Subsonic hum and vibration of the turbines deep beneath the ground.
Omnipresent loudspeakers report on the current status of the fortress:
o “General announcement of watch 314: no intruders, no disturbance. Nominal
power output is 107%.”
o “General warning on watch 576: code yellow, code yellow. Intruders were seen
near watch tower 41. Nominal power output is 109%.”
o “General alert on watch 742: code red, code red. We have fighting in tunnels 251
and 253. Nominal power output is 87%.”

The energy generated by the river at this dam powers the space/time distortion that causes the
river Styx flow in a circle forever downhill through the Caverns of Slime. The Escher machines
responsible depend on a constant flow of water and the rotation of many dozens of magically
charged axles, cogs, and flywheels. The damned souls manning the fortress and maintaining the
machinery depend themselves on the power of the dam in order to live, assuring the creator of
eternal loyalty.
The guards manning the dam fortress are various goons in exoskeletons—damned souls wearing
a parasitic exoskeleton that supports them and grants them great strength, but the exoskeleton
also forces them to help maintain and defend the dam.
Disrupting the power supply is possible and dangerous. Assume any reasonable suggestion made
by players will work, but throw in an appropriate number of complications. Here are some ideas
your players might come up with and how you might react to them:
Getting into the dam








A frontal assault using captured Panzer Ships (see Bone Crusher): Defensive fire
slowly destroys the ship but cannot prevent a beach head in a protected corner. Breaching
the sealed outer gates takes 10 rounds; appropriate spells reduce the time required by one
round each. On rounds 2, 5, and 8 a Three-Legged Stalker (HD 8; AC 0; Atk 2 blaster
(6d6 each; save vs. wands for half); MV 21) arrives to stop the intruders.
An aerial assault using captured air sharks or kite catapults: Soon the searchlights
will discover the flying attackers (unless invisible) and blasters will trace defensive patterns
into the air (blasting chunks out of the ceiling hundreds of feet above). The approach
takes 5 rounds, save vs. wands every round or be hit for 6d6 damage. After the second
hit, fall and take damage as appropriate (shot down in the 2nd round: 4d6, 3rd round:
3d6, 4th round: 2d6; last round: 1d6). Finding and breaching a sealed outer gate still takes
10 rounds (see first entry).
An underwater approach using magic or a submarine (this adventure does not
include a submarine, perhaps your players have extraplanar help): Finding and breaching a
sealed outer gate still requires 10 rounds (see first entry), but no stalkers arrive to defend
the gate; instead, the noise attracts 2 Giant Ancient Eels (HD 8; AC 8; Atk 1 bite (3d6);
MV 15 swim; will grab a victim on a 20 and swim away the next round; while grabbed,
victims save vs. death every round or drown unless water breathing; drowning victims in
metal armor cannot swim and continue to drown unless they have a way to return to the
surface).
An infiltration using captured exoskeletons: Getting into the exoskeletons is easy, they
automatically adapt to different body plans. After 2 minutes needles and tubes insert
themselves into the pilot; removing a pilot now does 5d6 damage, anyone else present
may use open lock for half damage. After fusing with the exoskeleton, save vs. spells every
time you try to refuse orders from central command. Infiltration is otherwise
unproblematic while inside an exoskeleton; wearing an exoskeleton also has benefits
(AC 3, Atk 1 slam +3 (1d6+3) due to Str 18; MV 6).

Inside the dam


Jam the generator: Once inside, heading deeper and deeper to follow the humming of
the turbines, PCs end up in the generator hall. Let characters with blunt weapons roll
damage every round: a total of 20 points of damage halts some cog wheels; 30 points
results in sparks flying and strong vibrations; a total of 40 points results in dramatic
power failure, red alert in the entire dam fortress, red emergency lights; 50 points results



in loss of control over the main axle, turbines turning loose and ripping through the
walls, and major flooding in a few moments... think about the Titanic sinking.
Take over the control room: Once inside, heading higher and higher up leads the party
into the control room. There are 12 Goons (HD 5; AC 3, Atk 1 slam +3 (1d6+3) due to
Str 18; MV 6) and their master Leverage of Fear (HD 12; AC 2; Atk 6 blades (1d6 each);
MV 9; two shields it can use as a last defense to block a mortal blow, shattering the shield
and ignoring the damage dealt), an eight-armed monstrosity of steel and a few human
elements. See below if the party decides to parlay.

Leverage of Fear is an eight-armed monstrosity of steel and a few organic elements of human
origin. It hates what needs to be done but does it anyway—maintaining the dam, picking up
survivors and turning them into goons, waiting until they are fused and therefore dependent on
the dam. It can usually be found in the dam’s control room.
Once the power supply is disrupted, an emergency response kicks in designed to fight disruption
and restore power. Alarms are ringing, lights are flashing, goons are searching for intruders and
blast doors are closing. Players need to succeed at two of the tasks listed below in order to save
any captured friends and they need to succeed at two more tasks in order to prevent restoration
of power. If the players fail, they must make a daring escape through a maintenance tunnel and
take one of the many speed boats downriver. They must flee into the Tentacle Caves to avoid
death or imprisonment in Hell (improvise a cell and guardians in the Prison of Dis).
1. 3d6 Goons (HD 5; AC 3; Atk 1 slam +3 (1d6+3); MV 6; in combat the poor creature

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

locked inside will be begging for forgiveness and cry for help even as it fights) are alerted
to the party’s presence by imperceptible sensors embedded into the walls and ceilings of
the building.
2d6 Goons have activated a Tunnel Digger Juggernaut (HD 12; AC 1; Atk blades (1d6
against all); MV 6; the rotating blades attack all creatures in its path with a single attack
roll; it cannot attack flanking creatures).
The party is deceived into a low-lying dead end. As they realize their mistake, a torrent of
water floods the room. If the party deals 30 points of damage to the gate using blunt
weapons or magic, they succeed. If the water keeps rising, during the fourth and fifth
round anyone who wants to deal damage must save vs. death or gasp for air in panic
instead. If the party fails, they may escape via small air ducts and end up losing a lot of
time trying to find higher ground.
The party is lost as the water rises, quickly ask them to reverse the following sequence:
down the steep steel stair, past the gallery overlooking the turbines, down past the parked
tunnel digging juggernauts, through the gate with the red and white stripes, and then
down the concrete stairs into the bedrock. Don’t let them take notes and don’t let them
discuss their answer for too long, but be generous when comparing their answers with
the list. Failure to answer correctly is just that: another failure in the attempt to prevent
the restauration of power.
A sentient Iron Golem Snake (HD 12; AC 2; Atk 1 bite (3d6); MV 6; immune to magic;
anybody hit must save vs. death or be overrun and suffer an additional 2d6 the next
round) as big as a train gives chase. Escape requires that every player is faster than the
golem, or that the party can lock three doors behind them using magic. If the party fails
they can fight or they can make a desperate escape using emergency floats down waste
tunnels and end up in the Tentacle Caves (see below).
The tunnels are flooded with poisonous gas: save vs. poison or lose consciousness for
half an hour (no waking using ordinary means). Soon after 4 Mechanical Hounds
(HD 4; AC 2; Atk 1 bite (2d6); MV 12) appear; again, the party can make a desperate
escape using emergency floats down waste tunnels and end up in the Tentacle Caves.

If the party flees into the Tentacle Caves, they must face a group of 1d6 Stone Polyps (HD 6;
AC 0; Atk 1 bite (2d6), 8 tentacles (save vs. petrification or fall unconscious and be dragged
towards the mouth); MV 3). Remember that this location is the complication that arises from
failing the previous challenge; that’s why there is not a lot of treasure or information to be found
in these caves. Allow a thoroughly beaten party to emerge without a fight if they sacrifice
important equipment and significant treasure.

Ooze Lord
“The slow underground waterway reaches a large cavern illuminated by a phosphorous light
emanating from a lake. In the center sits the statue of the Ooze Lord.”
Themes: ancient, ooze religion, apocalyptic showdown, lurid color mix in the water




A lake lit by green phosphorous green light.
Huge statue of a vaguely humanoid Ooze Lord.
An ooze storm is unleashed if the statue is approached.

Area Overview: All the slimes and oozes drifting in the water feel a lingering pull towards the
Ooze Lord. This is where they are purified, made compatible, merged; this is where they transcend.
For all of the slimes and oozes lazily drifting toward their final destination, the Ooze Lord is a
gate to ooze heaven. Interference results in a catastrophic ooze storm as their distilled essences
are whipped into divine frenzy.
Obviously, reaching the Tomb of the Black Lord of Nothingness requires interference with
the Ooze Lord. You need to land on the statue, climb its hidden stairs, and break the wards that
were placed here when oozes still ruled the primordial sea.
The lake begins to boil as soon as a non-ooze touches it. The waters churn and waves splash as
soon as the statue is touched. The air cuts like blades (1d6 damage per round) as soon as the gate
is reached. The ooze storm begins as soon as the wards are interfered with. I hope the party has
prepared for this occasion. Breaking the seals and reaching safe passage takes ten rounds.
When the ooze storm rages, the slimes and oozes start whirling around and flying through the
air. The roar of a thousand slaughtered pigs fills the air. Pieces and bits of slime starts hitting
you. Pudding waves rise out of the lake and crash into you. This is is the ooze apocalypse!







Purified ooze-essence fills the air; suffocate unless you can breathe under water.
Take 1d6 acid damage every round as small blobs of green slime splash you.
Take 1d6 cold damage every round as you are sprayed with brown pudding particles.
Take 1d6 bludgeoning damage every round as pudding waves crash into you.
All non-magic organic matter on you is dissolved within three rounds because of the
crazy mix of green and olive slime.
All non-magic metals on you are dissolved within six rounds (but note that all bags, straps
and the like have already dissolved) as the black pudding essence starts reacting with the
metal.

Suggested solutions: freezing the ooze lake in time; a magic earth tunnel reaching across the lake
to the right place on the statue, sealing it; transforming into a golem of appropriate type and
weathering the bludgeoning damage; use Kurmatesha’s protection from slime (see Shark Den) and be
protected against all effects except for the suffocation and the cold.

